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Welcome to the September edition of Mint 
Issue. For those of you who may not have 
heard I am the new Chief Executive Officer 
of the Royal Australian Mint. 

I came on board on 2 June 2010 and have 
enjoyed every minute of these first couple 
of months. I am extremely excited about 
the future of the Mint and look forward  
to sharing the journey with you all.

So much has happened since the last  
Mint Issue. It was mentioned in that  
issue about the Lost Soldiers of Fromelles 
coin launch and we have included some 
images from that event. I am told it was 
a very fitting event with each keynote 
speaker receiving a lot of attention  
from the attendees.

And more recently, our third Inspirational 
Australians was launched, which celebrates 
Fred Hollows. We worked with the Fred 
Hollows Foundation in producing a 
stunning coin and co-launched it with an 
exhibition opening at Parliament House.

By the time this edition goes to print  
we will have launched the 2010  
150th running of the Melbourne Cup coins 
at the National Museum of Australia with  
the Victoria Racing Club. A stunning suite  
of coins commemorating one of the  
biggest annual sporting events in Australia. 
It has contributed greatly to Australian 
history and culture, making this set  
a great collectible.

This month we also see the introduction 
of the first coins of 2011. You will notice 
on the packaging of these coins that we 
have introduced a special hologram sticker. 
These stickers will be placed on each 
product that is part of the Royal Australian 
Mint’s official numismatic program so that 
you know they are genuine products.

One of the first products is the  
2011 60th anniversary of National 
Servicemen coin. This release coincides 
with the official dedication of the National  
Service Memorial at the Australian War 
Memorial and was worked on  
in partnership with the National 
Servicemen of Australia Association.

There is plenty more inside this issue that  
I am sure will take your interest.  
As I mentioned previously I am delighted  
to be part of the Mint and I look forward  
to meeting and hearing from some of you 
in the near future.

Happy collecting, 
 
 
 

Ross MacDiarmid 
Chief Executive Officer 
Royal Australian Mint

Dear Collector
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Visit online at www.hollows.org.au

Inspirational Australians – Health

2010 $1 Uncirculated Fred Hollows Coin
In 2010, the third release in our highly collectible Inspirational Australians 
coin series, celebrates the life and work of Professor Fred Hollows.

A skilled ophthalmologist, he pioneered modern cataract surgery with  
the use of an implanted intraocular lens as seen on the coin design.

This technique restored sight to those blinded by poverty alone and  
his name lives on through The Fred Hollows Foundation, through  
this coin and the vision of millions worldwide.

Price (inc. GST): $12.95  803416

Nominal specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, V. Gottwald
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National Service reinstated conscription in two schemes  
between 1951 and 1972 to address threats made to Australia  
and insufficient voluntary recruiting to the Armed Forces. 

Under the National Service Act 1951, all young men turning 
18 on or after 1 November 1950 were required to undertake  
176 days of standard recruitment training in the Navy, Army  
and Air Force, followed by five years in their respective Reserves. 

Between 1951 and 1972, a total of 287 000 young Australian men 
were called up in two separate schemes for compulsory training 
in the Navy, Army and Air Force. Of them, 212 died on active 
service in Borneo and Vietnam. National Service was part of 
Australia’s defence preparedness for three decades.

As National Service was drawn from an entire community, many 
ex servicemen are well known in Australia, including two former 
Governor-Generals, Bill Hayden and Dr Peter Hollingworth,  
former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer and former 
Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett.  Other notable ‘Nashos ‘include 
businessmen Lindsay Fox and Sir James Hardy, television 
personalities Clive James and Graham Kennedy, AFL coach  
Kevin Sheedy, and race car drivers Dick Johnson and Peter Brock.
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2011 50c Uncirculated Coin 
On Wednesday 8 September 2010 the newly constructed National 
Service Memorial will be dedicated at the Australian War Memorial 
in Canberra. The release of this coin recognises the vital role and 
contribution made by National Servicemen in Australia’s history  
and the dedication of the new memorial.

The coin design illustrates the new memorial from an aerial view, 
with design elements representing the Army, Air Force and Navy. 
It includes the inscription “Dedicated to all Australian National 
Servicemen and in memory of those who died”.

This coin is proud addition to the Royal Australian Mint's military 
themed coin collection and a must have for your 50c collection.

Price (inc. GST): $8.95  803413 

Example of an actual 
National Service Medal 
(front and back view)

Nominal specifications: 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, uncirculated, unlimited,  
Royal Australian Mint designers
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Since its humble beginnings in 1861, the Melbourne Cup has grown  
to become one of the biggest annual sporting events in Australia and one  

of the most prestigious horse races in the world. 

To commemorate the 150th running of ‘the race that stops the nation™'   
in collaboration with the Victoria Racing Club (VRC) we have produced  

three stunning coins.  All of which will be highly sought collectibles
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2010 50c Selectively Gold Plated Two Coin Set  
This set features two of the most enduring emblems of the Melbourne Cup –  
Phar lap and of the Melbourne Cup itself.

Selectively gold plating brings to life the stamina and speed of one of Australia’s  
most famous race horses. Despite only winning one Melbourne Cup in 1930,  
Phar Lap became the darling of Australian race crowds during the Great Depression  
of the 1930’s.

The Melbourne Cup remains one of the most coveted prizes in international horse  
racing and in 2010 a new gold trophy will be modelled on the 1930 Cup won  
by Phar Lap and presented to the 150th winner of the great race.

Be the first one past the post to own these stunning silver proof coins. Housed  
in a solid timber case and limited to a mintage of only 5 000.

Price (inc. GST): $ 165.00  803423

2010 50c Uncirculated Coin
This cupro nickel uncirculated 50c coin in card captures the pivotal moment  
of riders and horses crossing the winning post. 

You can bet this coin will be a winner and become an odds on favourite  
with all 50c punters.

Order several today and put away for the champions in your life.

Price (inc. GST): $8.95  803420     

Nominal specifications: 50c, Ag 99.9%, 18.24 g, 31.51 mm, selectively gold plated, 5 000, W. Pietranik 

Nominal specifications: 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, W. Pietranik 
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Masterpieces in Silver – Aviation Series
The last two coins in this extraordinary six coin $5 silver proof collection have 
landed and await a final departure call to the transit lounge of your collection. 

Both coin designs are as individual as the aircraft they portray and with over  
a full troy ounce of silver these large 38.74 mm diameter coins are sure to soar 
to the top of your silver proof coin portfolio.
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2010 $5 Silver Proof Coin – S.25 Sandringham
The S.25 Sandringham was developed from the Sunderland military flying boat. 
One of the most common four engine flying boats used in Australia. This aircraft 
was a familiar sight in the 1950’s at Australia’s first international airport on 
Sydney’s Rose Bay. 

$5 Silver Proof Coin – Boeing 747TM

The first widebody aircraft ever produced, the  
Boeing 747, commonly referred to as the  
‘jumbo jet’, has been flying in Australian skies 
since 1971 and is instantly recognised by 
passengers around the world.
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Price (inc. GST): $130.00  801977  

2x 2009 coin in 2 coin case

Nominal specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1&1/7 troy oz, 3874 mm, proof, 10,000, W. Pietranik

Note: Total mintage for each 2010 coin is 10 000. 3000 coins authorised for  
inclusion in the 2008 six coin case.



Masterpieces in Silver – Aviation Series
Incorporating powerful designs the 2009 silver $5 coins are produced to an impeccable 
proof standard. Both coins are worthy of their place alongside the 2008 editions, 
acknowledging their contribution to the origins and development of Australian Aviation.

2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin – Constellation L749
The 1947 Lockheed Constellation L749 was the first Australian airline to fly en-route from 
Sydney to London, making six stops and taking 55 hours to complete. Today this same 
destination takes passengers less than 24 hours.

2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin – De Havilland DH 86
On January 14 1934, the DeHavilland DH 86 made its first flight.

The aircraft flew the Singapore – Darwin leg of the mail route for Qantas while Holymans 
Airways of Tasmania flew the Bass Straight leg. The original single pilot layout and fuselage 
was later redesigned with a dual-pilot nose to combat pilot fatigue over long stretches.

Price (inc. GST): $130.00  801975  

2x 2009 coin in 2 coin case

Nominal specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1&1/7 troy oz, 38.74 mm, proof, 10 000, W. Pietranik

Note: Total mintage for each 2009 coin is 10 000. 3000 coins authorised for inclusion in the 2008 six coin case.

2008 coins still available to order.
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2010 20c Uncirculated Coin
The second coin in our Australia Remembers series honours the service 
and sacrifice shown by the men who fought in the battle of Fromelles. 
Developed in partnership with the Australian Fromelles Project Group  
this coin acknowledges the soldiers that were laid to rest with dignity  
and honour on 19 July 2010.

The coin design is based on the ‘Cobbers’ statue which stands as a reminder 
to all in the Australian Memorial Park Fromelles, France. This statue tells 
the story of Sergeant Simon Fraser who, under enemy fire, returned to 
the battlefield with his fellow comrades to rescue around 300 wounded 
Australians. On one of his trips back to the battlefield a plea was heard 
from a wounded soldier “Don’t forget me cobber” and he didn’t.  
The statue was sculpted by Australian Artist Peter Corlett and a replica  
also stands at the Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne Australia.

An inexpensive coin, but one that will add plenty of impact to your 
collection, order yours today.

Price (inc. GST): $6.95  803451                 

Nominal specifications: 20c, Cu/Nickel, 11.30 g, 28.52 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, Royal Australian Mint designers

AUSTRALIA REMEMBERS
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2010 $1 Uncirculated Mintmark & Privy Mark 
Four Coin Set 
This four coin set features the $1 ‘C’ for Canberra mintmark coin  
and $1 privy mark coins of Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.  
An impressive set to add to your $1 mintmark and privy mark collection.

Price (inc. GST): $14.95  803457

 
2010 $1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
Crafted in 99.9% pure silver the shimmering proof finish reflects an 
era in Australian history long passed but will continue to be a coin 
that is  treasured for a life time  –  own one today!

Price (inc. GST): $45.00  802640

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, proof, 12 500, V. Gottwald 

In 1910 one of the most symbolic events in Australian 
numismatic history took place – the introduction  
of coinage issued in the name of the Commonwealth  
of Australia. 

Nominal specifications: 4 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, V. Gottwald 
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If you are an avid coin collector you have probably been quizzed once or twice about how you 
got started.  One of the most rewarding things about numismatics is sharing your pastime with 
others. The Royal Australian Mint has created this kit to allow people of all ages to learn more 
about this exciting hobby. Imagine introducing your children, grandchildren or family members 
to a lifetime of their favourite memories, shared excursions to coin shows, instilling national 
pride in Australian numismatic history or just strengthening the generational bonds.

This set includes:

• 1 x 2009 50 cent coin

• 1 x 2009 $1 coin

• 1 x 2009 $2 coin

• 1 x 2009 $1 Uncirculated ‘B’ Brisbane privy mark coin*

• 1 x 2009 $1 Uncirculated ‘M’ Melbourne privy mark coin*

• 1 x 2009 $1 Uncirculated ‘S’ Sydney privy mark coin*

• 1 x Numus Coin Album

• 1 x Standard Magnifier (10x)

• 1 x Renniks Australian Coin & Banknote values book

• 1 x Pair white cotton gloves

• 1 x $5 Voucher

These great products are all packed into a handy  
carry case, providing convenient storage and  
a great way to showcase their hobby. We have  
also included a list of contact details of  
Australian Coin Clubs and a Royal Australian  
Mint customer application form to receive  
regular new coin release updates so you can  
continue to add to your collection.

Price (inc.GST): $95.00  808014 

*Please Note: Due to mintmark & privy mark stock levels,  
substitute coins may be included in this kit.

Premium Collector Kit 
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The Royal Australian Mint 2010 set of coins is an affordable year set that 
marks history through this annual program, guaranteeing quality and  
teaching young collectors about coin grades.

2010 Six Coin Proof Set
Crafted to the Royal Australian Mint’s impeccably high standards, this pack 
contains the six circulating 2010 coins in a proof finish.  The Mint’s Year Sets 
make a unique and traditional gift for any collector that is sure to become  
a treasured possession.

Price (inc. GST): $120.00  803380

2010 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
The Royal Australian Mint’s classic uncirculated coin set for 2010 features 
the 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, $1 and $2 coins.  Serious coin collecting purists will 
appreciate the return to our standard designs and over time new collectors 
will develop an eye for the classics.

Price (inc. GST): $30.00  802970

Metal Cupro Nickel   Al/Bronze

Denomination          5c  10c  20c   50c  $1 $2
Mass (g)                    2.83 5.65 11.30 15.55  9.00 6.60
Diameter (mm)       19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51  25.00 20.50

Nominal specifications

2010 Six Coin  

Proof Set 2010 Six Coin 

Uncirculated Set

2010 SIX COIN YEAR SETS
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In no place is our exacting standard more evident than in our  
yearly set of fine silver proof coins. Showcasing the familiar designs 
of Australian circulating currency these six coins are treated  
with the care and respect other mints might only reserve for a  
gold product.

Using specially treated dies each coin is individually struck four times, 
forcing the silver blank into all the crevices featured on the coin die. 
Which gives our proof coins a fine detailed image synonymous  
with a product of this quality. The mirror finish some may say is  
a reflection of your impeccable taste.

All six coins are housed in a solid timber case, including an  
engraved mintage plaque found under the hand fashioned  
timber lid. 

A low mintage of only 6000 makes this set truly outstanding.

ORDER YOURS TODAY.

Price (inc. GST): $295.00  802281

        Nominal specifications 

Denomination 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 
Mass (g) 3.24 6.57 13.36 18.24 11.66 8.55 
Diameter (mm) 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50

Metal: Fine Silver 99.9% Finish: Proof   Mintage: 6000

2010 FINE SILVER YEAR SET
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Centenary of the Age Pension

2009 $1 Rolled Circulating Coin
Celebrating 100 years of pension payments, the Royal Australian Mint  
has produced a $1 rolled circulating coin which honours the contribution  
pensioners have made to Australian society. The Invalid and Old Aged  
Pensions Act 1908 was, at the time, landmark legislation and placed  
Australia at the forefront of social policy reform.

Price (inc. GST): $29.95  802906 

Nominal specifications: 20 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, circulated, unlimited, W. Pietranik 

Centenary of Girl Guiding

2010 $1 Rolled Circulating Coin
Acknowledging the invaluable contribution made by Australia’s Guiding  
movement over the past 100 years with a $1 rolled circulating coin,  
wrapped in exclusive Royal Australian Mint paper. 

Each roll contains 20 $1 coins.

Price (inc. GST): $29.95  802956 

Nominal specification: 20 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, circulated, unlimited, W. Pietranik

One Dollar Rolled Circulating Coins
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We hope by now you have received the latest Coin Watch catalogue.

The 2010 catalogue is full of unique timepieces that celebrate  
your special year with genuine florin, sixpence, pennies and 
commemorative medallions. This year there is a range  to suit everyone  
including contemporary, elegant and international styles.

With Christmas really not that far away the new selections in jewellery,  
desk clocks, pocket watches and gold products are sure to command  
plenty of attention.

DON’T DELAY. ORDER YOUR SELECTION  
THROUGH OUR CALL CENTRE: 1300 652 020 

Open Monday through Friday 8.30 am – 5.00 pm (E.S.T)
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Inspirational Australians – Conservation

2009 $1 Uncirculated Steve Irwin Coin
Steve Irwin is another worthy inclusion into our  
Inspirational Australian series. From Steve’s familiar  
cheeky grin to some of his favourite wildlife, we have  
achieved a high degree of detail on this $1 coin. 

Price (inc. GST): $12.95  801947

Nominal specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, C. Goodall 

Australia Day – Celebrate What's Great

2010 50c Selectively Gold Plated Proof Coin
Celebrating being Australian needn’t be confined to just one day…  
why not add this selectively gold plated silver proof coin to your  
50c coin collection today?

Price (inc. GST): $85.00  802356

Nominal specifications: 50c, Ag 99.9%, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, selectively gold plated, 10,000, V. Gottwald.

150th Anniversary 
of the Burke & Wills Expedition

2010 Two Coin Uncirculated Year Set
Both coins highlight the hardships endured by the Burke and Wills  
expedition team on their incredible and arduous journey.

Price (inc. GST): $15.00  802972

Visit www.ramint.gov.au for full nominal specifications.

AUSTRALIANA COLLECTION
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2010 Kangaroo Series  
– yellow footed rock-wallaby

2010 $1 Silver Frosted Uncirculated Coin
This large 40 mm proof coin contains one troy ounce of silver and makes  
the perfect accompaniment to the $1 silver proof coin.

Price (inc. GST): $50.00  801987

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, I troy ounce, 40mm, frosted uncirculated, unlimited, W. Pietranik

60th Anniversary of Australian Citizenship

2009 $1 Silver Proof Coin – $1 ‘C’ Mintmark
In 2009 we celebrated the 60th anniversary of the enactment of the Australian 
Citizenship Act 1948.

This $1 silver proof coin features the smiling faces of seven new Australians,  
each as individual as the country they originate from.

Price (inc. GST): $45.00  802148

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, proof, 12 500, W. Pietranik

Kangaroo Series – Special Edition 
Great Australian Artists in Colour

2009 $1 Silver Proof Pad Printed Coins
This three coin special edition set features pad printed Kangaroo  
designs from Rolf Harris, Reg Mombassa and Ken Done all in  
full colour. Each set includes easels to perfectly display each of  
these one troy ounce silver proof $1 coins.

Price (inc. GST): $255.00  801376

AUSTRALIANA COLLECTION

Nominal specifications: 3 x $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 troy oz, 40.00 mm, proof pad printed, 5 000, R. Harris, R. Mombassa, K. Done
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2010 Blinky Bill Baby Sets
Blinky Bill has long been an Australian favourite with adults and children alike 
enjoying the antics of creator Dorothy Wall’s loveable characters. Both these sets 
will remain a special and timeless gift to a new mum or to celebrate a new arrival.

2010 Baby Proof Coin Set
With a full colour printed medallion this set also includes all six standard  
Australian 2010 coins in a quality proof finish and housed in a leatherette case. 

Price (inc. GST): $120.00  803381

2010 Baby Uncirculated Coin Set
Featuring six standard Australian 2010 uncirculated coins and a Blinky Bill 
medallion and the specially designed *one dollar coin featuring Blinky Bill and 
his creator Dorothy Wall.

Price (inc. GST): $35.00  801971

*Only available in this six coin set making it a true collectible. 
$1 Designer: C. Goodall. For nominal specifications see 2010 year sets (page 14)

2010 Wedding Coin Collection
Whether commemorating your special wedding day, an important anniversary 
or simply giving a gift, the 2010 Wedding Coin Collection will create a lifetime of 
memories. From the stylish leatherette case, to the six stunning proof coins this 
set will forever be a reminder of a very special moment.

A quality and lasting heirloom, your proof wedding set will be passed down  
to generations for years to come.

Price (inc. GST): $120.00  802390

CELEBRATING MILESTONES IN 2010
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Are you or someone you know celebrating a special milestone in 2010? 
Here is a selection of gift ideas for weddings, birthdays and christenings  
to permanently recognise those important occasions.

$5 Gold Proof Coins
Since their first release in 2008 these miniature gold coins have been 
popular with gift buyers and the experienced coin collector. 

Perhaps it’s the low level investment into the gold market or the fact 
that these gold coins make brilliant gifts for christenings, 21st birthdays 
and other special events.

But the real reason for their popularity is that; Binny Bilby, Kip Koala, 
Petey Platypus, Lillypilly Frill-Necked Lizard and the two new 2010 
releases of Tinga Tasmanian Devil and Kato Cockatoo are all just so  
darn cute and loveable.

We also have a collection of ‘Dinkims’ merchandise that will  
compliment any coin purchase; magnetic brooches, mobile phone 
charms, gold charms and even a mobile phone holder that lights up 
when you receive a call.

ORDER YOUR COINS TODAY – NO PURCHASE LIMITS

Price (inc. GST): $95.00

$5 Tinga Tasmanian Devil 802156 $5 Kato Cockatoo 802150 

$5 Lillypilly Frill-Necked Lizard 801892   $5 Petey Platypus 801882 

$5 Binny Bilby 801699 $5 Kip Koala 801599

Nominal specifications: $5, Au 99.99%, 1/25 troy oz, 14.00 mm, proof, 10 000, Royal Australian Mint designers.

Check out www.littledinkums.com.au for all the ‘Dinkums’ merchandise.
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Off the Presses

Local News
Since the last Mint Issue the Royal Australian Mint has 
attended Australian Numismatic Dealer’s Association  
(ANDA) shows in Melbourne and Sydney, where plenty  
of interest was shown for the exclusive $1 silver proof  
privy marks coins. 

For those who attended and purchased these coins, you are 
in possession of a very fine collectible.

To cap off the year, ANDA will travel to Canberra on  
6 & 7 November 2010. The Royal Australian Mint  
is planning something special, so be sure to put these dates 
in your diary.

Also, as mentioned in the July e-newsletter, the final 
mintage figure for the 2010 Made to Order coin is 4 975. 

Congratulations to those of you who purchased this low 
mintage product.

International News
From August 10 to 14, the Royal Australian Mint attended the 
American Numismatic Association’s (ANA) World’s Fair of Money. 
This year it was held in Boston, USA, the birthplace of American 
money. Many of their nation's best coin dealers, along with 
representatives from 20 of the world’s leading Mints gathered for 
what is regarded as the largest coin show in the world. 

Coin releases for October
Final two coins in the Masterpieces in Silver

Flying through Time aviation series.

2011 Lunar Series – Year of the Rabbit.

2009  
$5 Silver Proof Coin  
– Aurora Australis

2009  
$5 Silver Proof Coin  
– Antarctic Explorers

2009  
50c Uncirculated  
Pad Printed  
– The 40th Anniversary  
of Moon Landing 
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Coin News
Maybe you’re new to coin collecting or simply missed these coins  
during the year.

Why not add these to your collection now?

The Sales Manager’s Selection
• 2010 $10 Gold Proof Coin – Year of the Tiger
 For those born in 2010, 1998, 1986, 1974, 1962, 1950…
 Price (inc. GST): $260.00  802374

• 2010 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Year of the Tiger
 For those born in 2010, 1998, 1986, 1974, 1962, 1950…
 Price (inc. GST): $12.95  802398

• 2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin – Aurora Australis
 As part of the official International Polar Year Program
 Price (inc. GST): $95.00  802180

• 2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin – Antarctic Explorers
 As part of the official International Polar Year Program
 Price (inc. GST): $95.00  801596

• 2009 50c Uncirculated Pad Printed  
40th Anniversary of Moon Landing  
Celebrating the moon landing of 1969.

 Price (inc. GST): $9.95  801981

• 2009 $1 Al/Bronze Uncirculated Master Mintmark Coin
 An ideal keepsake of the refurbished Mint.
 Price (inc. GST): $9.95  802319

2010  
$10 Gold Proof Coin  
– Year of the Tiger

2010  
$1 Uncirculated Coin   
– Year of the Tiger

2009  
$1 Al/Bronze 
Uncirculated Coin  
– Master Mintmark 
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Contact details:  Royal Australian Mint  
Tel:  1300 652 020  8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri EDT (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel:  +61 2 6202 6800
Fax:  +61 2 6202 6953 
Mail:  Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop:  www.ramint.gov.au

© Commonwealth of Australia 2010 N.B – Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated

Continuing coin collector’s long fascination in kangaroo coin designs we will  
unveil in October our 2011 Kangaroo Series. This year featuring a striking 
representation of the allied rock-wallaby.

The allied rock-wallaby is part of the macropod family, meaning ‘great footed’ 
animals, with kangaroos the largest members of this group. Found mainly  
in north-east Queensland and on nearby Palm and Magnetic Island these 
marsupials skilfully hop around the rocky cliffs feeding on grasses, fruits, seeds  
and flowers. A unique transformation occurs during autumn with the wallaby 
shedding its dark brown fur revealing a lighter coat, providing camouflage 
amongst the winter grasses.

Once again there will be three stunning coins in the 2011 Kangaroo Series;  
the ever popular $10 gold proof*, the internationally recognised $1 silver proof 
coin and the highly acclaimed $1 silver frosted uncirculated coin.

TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT,  
MARK THIS ONE IN YOUR CALENDAR! 

ALL COINS ON SALE FROM 8.30 AM EST 4 OCTOBER 2010.

* Limit of two per customer.

2011 Kangaroo Series 
UPCOMING OCTOBER RELEASE


